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INTRODUCTION
Archway Learning Trust works in collaboration with a group of schools to improve
the life chances of young people in Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and beyond. The
collaboration brings a wealth of expertise from both primary, secondary and City and
County based Academies.
The Trust’s vision is to:
• transform the life chance of the young
people
• empower the professionals within the
learning environment to thrive.
• contribution to the Christian distinctiveness
and moral values of education within the
local area.
The Teaching and Learning team believes in the importance of professionals working
together to collaborate on projects. This builds a sense of possibility, to model
excellent practice. The Trust recognises that an excellent CPL package should aim
to promote a work life balance and wellbeing of staff by reducing workload through
collaboration and providing teachers with the necessary up to date skills required in
the classroom and beyond.
The Trust has a comprehensive CPL programme driven by the needs of its members.
It offers bespoke CPL to all staff from Headteachers to NQTs.
The Trust’s CPL programme is a developmental programme based around the key
standards published by the DfE. Professional development at Archway Learning
Trust will:
• have a focus on improving and evaluating pupil outcomes.
• be underpinned by robust evidence and expertise.
• include collaboration and expert challenge.
• be sustained over time.
• be prioritised by the Trust’s leadership.
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NQT AND RQT
NQT Overview

Lead NQT: Jeremy Fry
Lead RQT : Bryony Watson

The Trust fully complies with the NQT
Induction guidance set out by the
Department for Education, and additionally
offers an enhanced induction programme
for NQTs. The Trust recognises the NQT
year as a statutory induction period,
bridging the gap between initial teacher
training and a career in teaching. The
Trust programme combines a personalised
programme of development with the aim of
supporting the NQT as a new teacher and maximising their impact on pupil progress.
Professional dialogue and support is a central ethos to the programme. NQTs will be
assessed against the teaching standards.
The Trust is committed to providing NQTs with:
• A reduced timetable of no more than 90% of a Main Scale teacher’s timetable
• Support and award on NQT through a suitable appropriate awarding body, The
National Induction Panel for Teachers (NIPT) https://nipt.nqtmanager.com/Login.aspx
• Support and guidance from a designated induction tutor at each Academy
• Half termly observation of teaching and follow-up discussion
• Trained Mentor, with weekly mentor meetings
• Regular professional reviews of progress (termly written reports)
• Opportunities to observe experienced teachers
• Fortnightly meetings with induction tutors
NQTs will have a Trust overview programme followed by a personalised Academy
site provision.
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NQT TRAINING SC HEDU LE
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NQT ASSESSMENT SCHE DULE
The schedule below is in addition to the Academy Quality Assurance schedule.
Additional observations may be added where required.

The NQT’s lesson observations will be recorded and assessed as per the Academy
policy.
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RQT PROGRAMME
During the Summer Term, the ITT Academy Co-ordinator and Trust Co-ordinator will
speak to the NQTs regarding a suitable personalised learning plan for the RQT year.
The Trust has created two broad pathways:
• RQT
• RQT Plus
These programmes link with the current research that NQTs require support and
guidance beyond their first induction year.
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MENTOR TRAINING

Lead: Mary Mills

Both NQT and RQT Mentors will be trained in both the Trust and Authorising Body
procedures. This course will result in an external certification for Mentoring. Mentors
will self-audit their skills against the mentor standards:
• Standard 1: Personal qualities (Establish
trusting relationships, modelling high
standards of practice, and empathising with
the challenges a trainee faces).
• Standard 2 : Teaching (Support trainees
to develop their teaching practice in order
to set high expectations and to meet the
needs of all pupils).
• Standard 3: Professionalism (Induct the trainee into professional norms and values,
helping them to understand the importance of the role and responsibilities of
teachers in society).
• Standard 4: Self-development and working in partnership (Continue to develop
their own professional knowledge, skills and understanding and invest time in
developing a good working relationship within relevant ITT partnerships).
Further details on the mentor standards can be found at https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/536891/
Mentor_standards_report_Final.pdf

Training Dates
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COACHING AND MENTORING

Lead: Liz Barratt

The Archway Coaching and Mentoring
Development Programme will take place
during 4 CPL slots. The suggested outline
programme below will be planned in a
bespoke way to reflect the needs and skillset of the group.
To ensure that learning is immediately
applied and to allow for the group to reflect
on learning, there will be an expectation
that participants practise their skills with colleagues at their local academy between
sessions.
The aims of this programme are:
• To build coaching confidence and skill to increase development capacity within and
across our schools.
• To develop coaches with genuine expertise and understanding who can respond
effectively to a variety of T&L and leadership development needs.
Sessions will offer opportunities to explore different coaching methods and
strategies and practise them with peers. In addition, participants will benefit from
peer coaching which focusses on real situations and provides sensible solutions.

Training Dates
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DATA TRAINING

Lead: Vicky Merrick

Archway Learning Trust is a data-rich environment. When utilised well and
understood fully, data can be a powerful tool for teaching and support staff as they
plan high quality, personalised lessons. Knowing each student’s context and learning
needs is key to understanding how best to tap into their potential and inspire them
to challenge themselves.
The Trust data training programme is
designed to empower aspiring middle
leaders (or those approaching threshold) to
UPS to embrace the data and the analysis
tools we have available to us so that the
trends and patterns are easy to identify and
interpret within a subject area. Knowledge
and skills can then be disseminated
as appropriate within subject teams,
identifying opportunities to boost progress
and sharing good practice or time-saving tips.
For those keen to get started and find their own way around GO4Schools, there are
multiple sources of information on the Help & Technical Support page.

Training Dates
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ACTION RESEARCH AND MASTERS
QUALIFICATIONS (30 CREDITS)

Lead: Lisa Harrison

This course allows staff the opportunity
to study in conjunction with Nottingham
Trent University for a postgraduate award
in education. The cost of the course is
£250 per staff member. On successful
completion, you will be awarded 30
Masters Credits in an MA in Education.
The project will require you to reflect on a
CPL activity that you have undertaken and
write a short research paper on a topic within the area that you select. You will have
to analyse the impact on your professional practice and disseminate the information
to your colleagues. The dissemination can be a in a variety of ways e.g. report, short
paper or presentation.
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LITERACY AND ORACY TRAINING

Lead: Geraldine McCauley

The Trust recognises the importance
of literacy across the curriculum. The
importance of good literacy skills is
paramount not just in education but
throughout a person’s life. The direct
impact on an individual’s job opportunities
is well documented and the importance
of good literacy is even more significant
for disadvantaged students. The
National Literacy Trust reports that 1 in 8
disadvantaged children in the UK say that they don’t have a book of their own. The
aim of this course is to introduce you to some literacy strategies to improve pupil
progress in your subject area.

Training Dates
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BEHAVIOUR FOR LEARNING
The aim of this course is to allow teachers
to review their behaviour management
techniques and review some of the theory
around behaviour in the classroom.
The course will contain practical strategies,
such as creating positive learning
environments. It will enable you to explore
the use of behaviour for learning modes
such as rewards, sanctions, structure and consistency.

Training Dates

Lead: Simon Glover
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PROVIDING CHALLENGE WITH
THE CLA SSROOM
Challenge should be at the heart of the
lesson for all students, regardless of their
ability.
The course will contain practical strategies
to plan lessons with a high level of
challenge. Discussion time with be given
to discuss on how to promote students
self of resilience and risk taking within the
lessons.

Training Dates

Lead: Michelle Harrison
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SUBJECT SPECIFIC MEETING
The Secondary Subject Meeting shares good practice between Subject Leaders
by exploring ideas, looking at current challenges, and discuss future opportunities.
Content of the meetings are delegate driven and offer a wide range of resources to
be shared across the group. The meetings occur once a half term.
The meetings will run from 3:30pm – 5:00pm
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SEND SP ECIFIC TRAINING

Lead: Rick Back

The Trust is proud of its inclusive nature and the support provided to the SEND
students. This course is designed to provide up-to-date strategies and knowledge
that can be utilised within the classroom to support SEND students.

Training Dates
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NEW STAFF INDUCTION

Lead Aspley: Michelle Harrison
Lead Beechdale: Rachael Frearson

The Trust is committed to ensuring that all staff
Lead NES:Elizabeth Barratt
receive a thorough and detailed induction into
Lead Wollaton: Jeremy Fry
both Archway Learning Trust and the Academy
which they are based. The New Staff Induction is
based at individual academies and will cover specific areas that are relevant to each
Academy. These will include:
• Safeguarding Training
• Behaviour for Learning
• Homework and/or Knowledge Organisers
• Literacy and Oracy
• Pastoral role of the teacher and the role of the form tutor
• Data training and use of data systems
• SEND and inclusion
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LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES AND COURSES
Archway Teaching School is proud to offer a range of Leadership courses. These
are nationally recognised qualifications. Archway Learning Trust offers leadership
courses for:
• Aspiring and current Middle Leaders (NPQML)
• Aspiring and current Senior Leaders (NPQSL)
• Aspiring and current Principals (NPQH)
These courses are offered in conjunction with the accredited provider Windsor
Academy Trust. The professional qualifications are a blended learning package of
online study and twilight sessions.

How to apply
For further information, please email lharrison@bluecoat.uk.com
Application is via a short application form submitted to Windsor Academy Trust
Start Date: September 2018
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NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION FOR
HEADSHIP (NPQH)
The National Professional Qualification for Headship (NPQH) supports the
professional development of aspiring and serving Principals

Overview
This course will develop knowledge and
skills across 6 content areas, which set
out what an effective headteacher should
know and be able to do. It will provide the
opportunity to develop up to 7 important
leadership behaviours, which set out how
an effective leader should operate.
During the year you will need to undertake
a placement at a school, in a different
context from your own, for a minimum of 9 days. You will also be required to
complete a final assessment that evaluates your capability against the knowledge
and skills set out in the 6 content areas

Content areas
The 6 content areas across which you will develop your senior leadership
knowledge and skills are:
• strategy and improvement
• teaching and curriculum excellence
• leading with impact
• working in partnership
• managing resources and risks
• increasing capability
Please note that this course will be run in conjunction with various different
Teaching Schools. Further details on request.
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NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATION FOR SENIOR
LEADERS (NPQSL)

Lead: Lisa Harrison

The National Professional Qualification for Senior Leadership (NPQSL) supports the
professional development of aspiring and serving senior leaders.

Overview
This course develops knowledge and skills
across 6 content areas, which set out what
an effective senior leader should know and
be able to do. Course participants will have
the opportunity to develop up to 7 key
leadership behaviours, which set out how
an effective leader should operate.
During the course of the year participants
will need to complete a final assessment
that evaluates your capability against the knowledge and skills set out in the 6
content areas

Content areas
The 6 content areas across which you will develop your senior leadership
knowledge and skills are:
• strategy and improvement
• teaching and curriculum excellence
• leading with impact
• working in partnership
• managing resources and risks
• increasing capability

Course Format
• 4 Face to Face sessions
• 4 Online Modules (2 week window)
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NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATION FOR
MIDDLE LEADERS (NPQML)

Lead: Sue Blakeway

The National Professional Qualification for Middle Leadership (NPQML) supports the
professional development of aspiring and serving Middle Leaders.

Overview
This course develops knowledge and skills
across 6 content areas, which set out what
an effective middle leader should know
and be able to do. Course participants will
have the opportunity to develop up to 7
key leadership behaviours, which set out
how an effective leader should operate.

Content areas
The 6 content areas across which you will develop your middle leadership
knowledge and skills are:
• strategy and improvement
• teaching and curriculum excellence
• leading with impact
• working in partnership
• managing resources and risks
• increasing capability

Course Format
• 4 Face to Face sessions
• 4 Online Modules (2 week window)

